In this paper we construct spaces S~(A) and T~(A) where ~ denotes a suitable directed set of Borel functions on En • and where A denotes an n-tuple of strongly commuting self-adjoint operators. The spaces S~(A) and T~(A) are in duality. We give conditions on the set ~ such that S~(A) and T~(A) can be described both as a (non-strict) inductive limit and as a projective limit of Hilbert spaces. Examples are included. AMS Classifications 46A12. 46F05. 47D40.
Introduction
Many mathematicians have studied so-called Gelfand triples, i.e. three ordered locally convex topological vector spaces SeX c T with X a Hilbert space. In this connection we mention Gelfand and Shilov who introduced the notion of countable Hilbert space in their illuminating work on generalized functions [GS] and, also, Grossman and Antoine [AG] , who generalized the ideas on countable Hilbert spaces towards the so-called scaled (or nested) Hilbert spaces and the partially inner product spaces. In this paper we start from a slightly different pOint of view. Combining ideas from the papers [GJ, [E 1-2J and [EX] In order to clarify the intentions of the present paper we give a rather detailed description of the triple SX,A c X c Tx,A which has been subject of discussion in the series of papers [GJ.
Let ~G denote the set of functions on E and let A denote a positive self-adjoint operator in a separable Hilbert space X. Then we define • X is a completion of the Hilbert space X with respect to the norm II -tA. II e X. On T X,A the projective limit topology 1'proj is imposed." It is worthwhile to mention that, in [G] , Tx,A is defined as the space of all -1'A mappings F from (0,"") into X with the property F(t +1') = e F(t), t,T > O.
It has been proved that Sx,A and Tx,A are in duality,
The set of strictly positive Borel functions ift~ is defined by , t for some x E X and g E ~G by which we mean
As a result of this paper we derive that Tx A equals the inductive limit In this paper we repeat the above described scheme in the general setting of a directed set of Borel functions qi on En and an n-tuple A of strongly commuting self-adjoint operators. A priori we do not demand boundedness of the functions in qi. We impose rather mild conditions on ~ which lead to spaces Sqi(A) and T~(A) with properties similar to the spaces Sx,A and Tx,A'
In a separate section we introduce a so-called symmetry condition on qi which ensures that S~(A) = T~t(A) and Tqi(A) = S~t (A) as topological vector spaces. So both Sqi(A) and its dual Tqi(A) are inductive limits of Hilbert spaces. Imposing this symmetry condition also leads to a description of the (non-strict) inductive limit S~(A) which is very close to the description of general strict inductive limits of Hilbert spaces in literature.
The space S~(A)
In the first sections we describe a dual system which is generated by a directed set of functions and a finite number of strongly commuting selfadjoint operators.
Let X denote a separable Hilbert space I and let AI"" ,An denote n strongly commuting self-adjoint operators, all taken fixed throughout this paper.
It means that the corresponding spectral projections of the operators A k , k = 1, ... ,n, mutually commute. The d~rected set of functions ~ lies at the basis of our considerations.
DEFINITION'
The directed set ~ consists of Borel functions on En , which are bounded n on bounded Borel subsets of E . Moreover, it has the following properties.
A. I. 
In the above definition we use multi-index notation. So
The set Q m is the cube in lR defined by Remark: From A.II and A.III it follows that
Let (E(k» denote the spectral resolution of the identity corresponding a aElR to the self-adjoint operator A k , k = I, .
•. ,n.
of the form n Then to any Borel set in lR
In the usual way k=l we can link the spectral projection E(~) .= n these factored Borel sets ~ C lR generate the whole L.orel sets in lRn • The above defined mappinll: E extends to a projection valued measure on the whole B(lR n ) . We denote its extension by E, also. It is natural to call E the resolution of the identity be~ongingto the n-tuple
For each Q)E ~ we introduce the nonnegative self-adjoint operator
in the standard manner. For more details we refer to [PI] .
DEFINITION
The directed set of nonnegative self-adjoint operators ~(A) is defined by
We introduce the dense subspace G of X as follows Now the space S~(A) is defined as follows.
The topology 01nd for S9(A) is the inductive limit topology generated by the Hilbert spaces ~(A) • x. Besides the set 9 we introduce the set of Bor~l functions ¢t.
The set ~t is a directed set which satisfies the conditions A.I -III.
Proof:
Observe that A.I follows from (1.4.1). In order to prove A.III, let f E ~t. Then the function g. Because of the definition of ~t for all ~ E ~ and all f E ~t the operator f(A)W(A) extends to the bounded self-adjoint operator (f ·~)(A) on the H11bert space X.
Thus it makes sense to define f(A)w:= (f 0 ~)(A)x. Then f(A}w E X. It leads to the following definition.
By means of the seminorms sf' f E .p t, we are able to describe the topology (J ind for S tP (A) . the continuity of sf follows.
a well defined element of X. So for each m E N n we can define
From A.II and A.III it follows that r is well defined and non-zero. 
n By A.III we can find ~ E ~ and C > 0 such that for all m E 1L
We thus obtain for all m E lN n wi th ql n Q 'f: s.J.
m Because of our assumption (*) we have for all m E lN n (***)
Now we express w as follows The topology for T$(A) is the projective limit topology, denoted by
Here is the precise definition. 
Hence T 9 (A) is sequentially complete.
THEOREM
The space T 9 (A) with topology T proj is complete.
Proof:
Let (~) ~EI be a Cauchy net in T HA)' Then (~(A)F a) a E I is a Cauchy net in X for all ~ E 9 • So there exists x~ E X, ~ E 9, with ~(A)F + x~ for each It follows that the spectral trajectory
Moreover, it is clear that for all ~ E ~ t a Hence the space T~(A) is complete.
By Lemma 2.5 it follows that the set T~(A) equals the union c or, in the language of the previous section T~(A) = S~t(A) as sets. We remark that in general the space T~(A) is not homeomorphic to the space S~t(A)' In Section 4 we introduce a condition on the directed set ~ such that the equality of T~(A) and S~t(A) is also topological. Since the space SQ(A) is a non-strict inductive limit, we cannot get any information from general topological vector space theory about the character1zation of bounded subsets, compact subsets, null sequences and so on.
In this section we introduce a condition such that the space S~(A) equals TQt(A) both as a set and as a topological vector space, i.e. the topology (Jind for SQ(A) is equivalent to the topology 't'proj for Tcpt(A)' Also, this condition ensures that the topological vector spaces Tcp(A) and $cpt(A) are the same.
Applying the t-operation to the set iPt we get the set of functions iPtt which satisfies the conditions A.I-III. Now we impose the following condition on the set iP.
A.IV. 
The proof follows from the observation that ~t,= ~ttt, and also from respectively, are equivalent to the Mackey topology on each of these spaces, whenever ~ satisfies A.IV. We note that the statement seems to be no longer true if condition A.IV is dropped.
Some examples
Example 1.
In words: ~ is the set of all characteristic functions of bounded Borel With the aid of Example 3 the validity of axioms A.I -A.IV easily follows.
For X' we take the Bargmann space f = {flf entire, J If{Z)12e-lzI2 dxdy < 00, z = x + iy} , a:
cf. [Ba] . Take the positive self-adjoint operator H = z d~'
i.e. the space of entire functions of exponential growth.
T~A(H) = {all entire analytic functions} •
The latter space 1s discussed in [AV] as a Partial Inner Product Space.
It is a very special illustration of the results in this paper.
Example 6.
With the aid of Example 2 the validity of axioms A.I -A.IV easily follows. 
